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Introduction

This document brings together various comments on the MVP Specification as a 
result of the Daden work on an MVP player for Second Life for St George's University 
of London (SGUL).

System Overview

The system we have developed is designed to allow  a standard MVP file to be 
played with the Second Life virtual world. The system is built around a web based 
MVP Player/Web Services application which reads the MVP files, and a Second Life 
based MVP Controller which allows users to both play the case using conventional 
buttons and menu options, and to allow them to play the scenario through the 
manipulation of in world objects and mannequins. In this latter (and preferred) mode, 
the user can experience a whole MVP scenario purely by interacting with a virtual 
patient mannequin and an array of medical equipment or devices. 

An outline diagram of the system is below.
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Images of the system in action are at Annex A, and a video is in preparation.

The system had its first student testers at the end off June and we believe that it both 
performed well, and was well received by tutors and students – although SGUL can 
provide more feedback on that.

MVP Assessment

Overall we have been very impressed with the MVP specification. It has been easy to 
write to, and very flexible. Indeed we are keen to apply it in some non-medical 
eLearning scenarios as there is actually very little that is explicitly medical about the 
spec (apart from some of the VPD types). 

However there are a number of areas where we think that the specification could be 
improved – both for medical and non-medical use. Also only one of these changes is 
virtual world specific, the others apply equally to web based players.

– Device Parameter

Problem/ 
Requirement

Within a virtual world like Second Life we are able to have a variety of 
different “display” objects, ranging from PCs, telephones and X-ray 
lightboxes to paramedic equipment such as ECG machines and blood 
glucose monitors. It would be useful to “route” information from MVP to 
specific devices (eg so that an x-ray shows on the light box and not the PC). 

Suggested 
Solution

A “device” parameter is added to the DAM Node Item so as to route the 
related VPD item to the correct device. Device labels should be 
standardised, although any not recognised by a player can be ignored.

Impact Players that understand devices can route information to them, increasing 
the “reality” of the scenario.

Players that do not understand the parameter ignore it.

– Media Asset Identification

Problem/ 
Requirement

MVP currently appear to  allow media assets to be identified both in the 
VPDText item and in the Manifest file. This requires any player to have two 
very different ways of handling media files and cannot have a single high 
level VPD handler, or which media is just a sub-part.

There is also the issue that in a virtual world the XHTML markup may also 
be superfluous – but we can live with tha for now as long as it is only 
presentational (ie. Does not contain active image maps).

Suggested 
Solution

Media only appears with VPD items. 
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The VPDText item should have a Media tag as do/should all the other VPD 
types. 

There should be a VPDMedia item to correspond with VPDText.

Use of <div> within VPDText XHTML for media should be curtailed, or at the 
very least the accompanying media should also be in the Media tag.

If necessary to maintain compliance with other standards the Manifest may 
hold copies of all media references (these can be automatically generated), 
but all references in the DAM should be to the VPD XPATH.

Impact We realise that being able to mix text and images within VPDText gives web 
case designers a lot of opportunity, but such mixing of presentation and 
content causes immediate problems once we move out of a web type 
environment.

Clear separation would allow both better support for new environment, and 
cleaner coding.

Within our player we use templates for each VPD type to control its display, 
with different templates for each environment (web and SL), and potentially 
even for each case. Would this sort of approach provide a solution for all?

– Counter Rules at AN Level

Problem/ 
Requirement

Within the scenarios we want to be able to track certain patient states, eg 
are they conscious, can they walk, is the airway in use. The state of these 
changes during a scenario and we track it by a counter. However it is only 
important when you try and do a related task – eg making them walk to the 
ambulance, trying to put on a mask on top of a airway adjunct etc. However 
the counter rules only appear to work globally, ie they trigger as you enter all 
nodes. 

We would like to have the option for counter rules to also operate within a 
specific AN, and which then cause the user to either complete that AN or be 
routed to another one (or possibly choice of more than one for non-binary 
conditions). 

Suggested 
Solution

The existing ConditionalRule is extended so as to incorporate Counters and 
their values and tests on them. 

If this is too complex then a variation of the CounterRules applied at the AN 
level would work.

Should also the CounterActionRule be renamed as it is not a “rule” in the 
way that the other rules are, it is more of an “event”.

Impact Authors would have more flexibility about how Activity Nodes are managed.

Existing cases would not be effected.

Players which did not recognise the new rules would not accurately play new 
scenarios.
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– Counter Rules at DAM level

Problem/ 
Requirement

Another way in which we are using counters is to track vital signs, eg pulses, 
blood glucose level, heart rate etc. Since we are creating an immersive 
environment we are using audio files to back up several of these. A counter 
is set at the beginning of the scenario, and may be varied based on the 
treatment (eg adrenalin increasing heart rate.). Whenever the user goes to 
the node to perform the relevant test (eg check heart-rate) we would like to 
give the user the correct audio file. However the CounterRules only apply at 
the global level -e they switch users between AN nodes. Whilst we could 
implement using this we are then mixing scenario structure (Activity Nodes) 
with scenario data (the DAM and VPD nodes), which would complicate files 
and reduce understandability.

We suspect that as our scenarios are more free-form they have far more 
revisiting of task related nodes, whereas most other MVP implementations 
we have seen are far more linear with ANs more related to “time” within the 
scenario than “task”. This may be the reason why we need more rules 
operating below the AN level.

Suggested 
Solution

Counter rules should also apply at the DAM or VPD level – i.e. in the AN to 
decide which DAM, or in the DAM to decide which VPD, the latter is 
probably more in keeping with the role of the DAM, and allows each DAM to 
look after one group of like data. A “default” condition probably also needs to 
be supported.

Impact Authors would have more flexibility about how text and media can be 
presented in relation to the condition of the patient and other scenario data.

Existing cases would not be effected.

Players which did not recognise the new rules would not accurately play new 
scenarios

– Displaying Counters

Problem/ 
Requirement

When the user performs a test we want to feedback an accurate result which 
is derived from the counter and subject to the effect of the treatment. This 
means that we don't want to put the result value as a text string within 
VPDText or DiagnosticTest (or other VPD element), but rather we want to 
include the counter value.

Suggested 
Solution

This may just be a question of clarification, but is it allowable to pput 
something like:

<VPDText> Pulse is 
/ActivityModel/Properties/Counters/Counter[@id='pulse'] 
beats per minute</VPDText>
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or even
<DiagnosticTest id=”pulse”>
<TestName>Pulse</TestName>
<Result> 
/ActivityModel/Properties/Counters/Counter[@id='pulse']
</Result>
<Units>beats per minute<Units>
<Normal>96</Normal>
</DiagnosticTest>

or is there another way.

Also is the correct way to represent “field” tests like these with VPDText or 
DiagnosticTest or PhysicalExam?

Impact Counters can be embedded within responses.

Existing cases would not be effected.

Existing players may render the link as a string, rather than as a reference

Conclusion

We would be more than happy to document these issues individually, and in 
whatever format is appropriate, and discuss them at the next MVP Working Party 
conference call or separately on Skype.

Contact Details

For any questions regarding this document please contact Daden Limited on:

Telephone +44 (0)121 698 8520 / +44 (0)7811 266199
Email david.burden@daden.co.uk

Post 103 Oxford Rd, Moseley, Birmingham, B13 9SG, United Kingdom
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Annex A
MVP in SL Images

MVP Controller in Second Life Paramedic Equipment

Mannequin showing touch points/areas Mannequin with device attached

Demo Scenario – drunk student! Bird's Eye view of RTA MS Scenario

Cardio-Vascular Scenario Down in the tube station at midnight..
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